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1. Introduction. In some recent work on uniformization [2], I found it necessary to
consider a regular branched covering Riemann surface ft of a given Riemann surface Rf,
where Et is an unlimited branched, but not necessarily regular, covering surface of a portion
Rz of the extended complex z-plane Z (2-sphere). The branching of ft over Rf had to be
chosen so that ft was regular over Rz, since the uniformization of the functions on Rt is then
simpler ; in particular, the Schwarzian derivative is then a single-valued function of z.

Although branched covering surfaces are considered in varying detail in different books
on topology, Riemann surfaces and uniformization, I have been unable to find any place
where the construction of such surfaces, possessing branch points of preassigned orders, is
described, with the exception of the work of Foures [1], which applies only to closed Riemann
surfaces. The object of this paper is to show how such branched covering surfaces can be
constructed. The method used is based on a standard method for constructing smooth cover-
ing surfaces, as described in § 4-3 of Springer's book [3], and the terminology used is the same.

Let R be a given Riemann surface, and let B be a set of isolated points on it. We write
S = R-B and denote by F and 0 the fundamental homotopy groups of R and S, respectively,
relative to a fixed base point A e S. Let ft be an unlimited covering surface of R which is
smooth except possibly at points Q lying over the points Q of B, and denote by S the surface
obtained from ft by omitting all such points. Then § = ft - ft, where ft is the set of all such
points §. Let A be any fixed point of S lying over A. Bis always assumed closed in R.

Then § is a smooth unlimited covering surface of S, and we denote by F and 0 the
homotopy groups of ft and S, respectively. Let i and i denote the inclusion mappings from
S into R and from § into ft, respectively, and let p be the projection mapping from ft onto R,
and from j§ onto S (see diagram).

We also define two epimorphisms

<f>: 0 -»• F, a n d <£ : & -+ F,
by

Here 0 and G are closed curves in S and S, respectively, which are drawn from the base
points A and A, and homotopy classes are denoted by {...}. We also write
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Ker <f> — H and Ker £ = H,

for the kernels of these epimorphisms. Thus H is the subgroup of G consisting of classes {C}
of curves in S which are homotopic to a constant in R ; similarly, Q is the subgroup of 0
consisting of classes {C} of curves in JS which are homotopic to a constant in ft. We note
that, since open disks round points of B and jS are simply connected in R and ft, we need
only consider curves G and C which do not pass through points of B and S, respectively. The
subgroups H and H are normal in 0 and 0, respectively, and

F^GjH, F^GjH (1)

The mapping {0} -> {p(Cj} from G into G is an isomorphism of G onto a subgroup of G ;
this follows from the monodromy theorem. We can therefore regard G, and consequently
H, as subgroups of G. On the other hand, the same mapping from P into F is, in general,
only a homomorphism of F onto a subgroup of F ; it is easily seen that this homomorphism
is an isomorphism if and only if Gr\H — H.

The covering surface S is said to be regular over S if G is normal in G, and then ft is also
said to be regular over JR. We are particularly interested in regular simply connected branched
covering surfaces ft over a given siirface R. The groups G and H then coincide and are
normal subgroups of G.

2. The subgroups H and H. To each point Q e B we make correspond a fixed open
disk NQ in R about Q as centre, and suppose that, in one system of local coordinates
2 = <&(P) (P e NQ), NQ is given by | z \ < 1 and &(Q) = 0. We suppose that no two of the
disks NQ overlap. Let Q' be the point z = \ in NQ, and write yQ for the closed curve in NQ,
which is given by

z = Ie2"u (0 < t ^ 1).

For any curve <xQ joining A to Q' in S, we writef

(2)

Then H is the subgroup of G generated by the classes {C(aQ)} for all aQ and all Q e B.
Now let Q be any point of R lying over a point Q e B, and let it be a branch point of

order q(Q)-l. We may suppose that the local coordinate z in the open disk NQ covering NQ
and containing Q is given by z = z", where q = q(Q). There will be q(Q) different points in
NQ lying over Q'. Select any one of these and call it Q'. Then we can choose O.Q SO that the
curve SQ, which lies over it in S and has initial point A, terminates at Q'. With this aQ, write

C*(«Q) = C*(«Q), where q = q(Q), (3)
so that

{G*(ag)} = {OCQ^QOTQ} (q = q (§)), (4)

in S. Since different choices of Q' in NQ can be obtained by replacing aQ by aQyQ (0 < r < q),
we see from (4) that {C*(<XQ)} is independent of the particular choice of Q' from the q(Q) pos-
sible points in NQ which lie over Q'. Let d*(aQ) lie over C*(aQ) in §, relative to the base
point A. Then C*(ag) is closed in S and is homotopic to a constant in ft. The group H is

t Since we are only interested in homotopy classes we can ignore the fact that curve multiplication
is not associative.
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the subgroup of G generated by the classes {G*(<XQ)} ; i.e. H is the subgroup of G generated
by the classes {C*(<XQ)}. We note also, for future reference, that, if {Cl(ag)}re G, then q(Q)
divides r.

From this we deduce that if is a normal subgroup of G when R is regular over R. For
let F be any closed curve in 8 drawn from A and put

PQ = r<xQ>
so that

} (5)

Curves SQ and J8Q drawn from A in S over aQ and JSQ will terminate at points Q[ and Q'2 over
Q', respectively, and so will determine points Qx and Q2 lying over Q. Also any two such
points can be determined in this way. Let

Qi =

Since G is normal in G and {C9l{aQ)} e G, we deduce from (5) that {C1(PQ)} e G. But qz

is the least positive integer with the property that {CQ>(PQ)} e G, and we deduce that q% divides
qx ; similarly qx divides q2, so that q1 = q2. Accordingly q(Q) takes the same value q(Q),
say, for all points Q lying over Q, and we deduce that H is normal in G, since it is generated
by the classes {C{Q)(aQj}.

3. Construction of R over R. In this section we construct a regular branched covering
Riemann surface R over a given Riemann surface R. For each point Q belonging to a set B
of isolated points of R we take an integer q(Q) > 1, our intention being that JR shall have
branch points of order q(Q) - 1 at all points lying over Q.

The surface S and the associated groups G and H are defined as previously. We denote
by H' the normal subgroup of G and H which is generated by the classes {Ca(0'(ag)}, and
take G' to be any normal subgroup of G which contains H' and is such that

{Cr{«Q)} e G' implies that q(Q) divides r (6)

The relevance of this condition, which affects the choice of the numbers q(Q) as well as the
group G', will appear later. We note here that it does not necessarily follow from (6) that
G'rsH = #'.

We now construct covering manifolds R and S over R and 8, where R is branched over R
and 8 is smooth over S. We shall show that the branch points of R over R are of order
q(Q) - 1 at points lying over points Q of B, and that the groups G and H so determined satisfy
G = ff'andi/=tf'.

A point P of 8 lying over a point P of 8 is defined to be an equivalence class {P, C} of
pairs (P, C), where C is a curve in 8 joining the base point A to P. For this purpose, two
pairs (P, Cj) and (P, C2) are defined to be equivalent if and only if

(7)

This is clearly an equivalence relation. There is therefore a one-to-one correspondence between
the points P of S lying over P and the elements of GIG'.

To obtain R, we add to 8 a set B of points lying over the points of B. A point Q of &
lying over a point Q of B is defined to be an equivalence class {Q, OLQ} of pairs (Q, <XQ), where
<*Q joins A to Q' in 8. Here two pairs (Q, <XQ) and (Q, j8Q) are defined to be equivalent if and

O G.M.A.
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only if

Q} € G' for some integer r '. (8)

This is clearly an equivalence relation. Note that the equivalence classes {Q, otgyjj} define
the same point Q for all integers r.

The projection mapping p from R to B is defined by

We now introduce a topology in B and 8 by defining open disks and then open sets.
Let Po = {Po, Co} be a point of S, and let N be any open disk in S which is centred at Po.
An open disk N about Po in S or B is defined to be the set of all points P = {P, C0J) of §
such that P e N, where J is any curve lying in N which joins Po to P. Since N is simply
connected, two such curves Jr and J2 are homotopic and so the definition of N is independent
of the particular curves Co and J chosen to represent Po and P. We note that the mapping p
is one-to-one from N to N and that the same local coordinates can be taken in N and N.

Now suppose that Q = {Q, aQ} is a point of B, and let -ZV be an open disk in R which is
centred at Q and is contained in NQ. An open disk N in B about Q is defined to consist of
Q and all points P = {P, <XQ </} of S such that P e N and J is any curve in

joining Q' to P. In this case, different choices of J may yield different points P lying over
the same point P e N, since N'Q is not simply connected. This definition is independent of
the choice of aQ in the pair (Q, an) representing Q ; for if Q = {Qt j8Q} where (8) holds, then,
by (7), {P, aQJ} = {P, pQJ'l where J' = YQrJ-

A set V of points of S or M is defined to be open if each point of V is contained in an
open disk which is contained entirely in V. These open sets define a topology in § and M.
To show that this is a Hausdorff topology we must show that disjoint open sets can be
described about any two different points. This is obvious when the projections of the two
points in B are different. The other cases are not so immediate although they are straight-
forward ; we give a proof for the hardest case only, when the two points Q1 and Q2 are
different points of B lying over the same point Q e B.

Let Qx = {Q, «Q} and Q2 = {Q, pQ}, where,

for aU integers r, {c^y^1} 4O' (9)

Let Nx and N2 be open disks about Qa and Q2, respectively, which lie over an open disk N
about Q, where N c NQ. Then Nt and $ 2 are disjoint; for otherwise they would contain
a common point

p = {p

of 8, where the curves Jx and </2 join Q' to P in N'Q, and so, by (7),

But Jx Jl1 is homotopic in S to YQ> for some integer r, and so (10) contradicts (9).
To show that B and S are manifolds, it remains to prove that they are connected. This

is obvious for S and is also true for &, since the point {Q, an) can clearly be connected to
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{Q'> «g}- Further, every open disk N is simply connected. In fact, every closed curve in ft
is freely homotopic to the centre of iV.

With this topology, p is a continuous mapping of R onto R and is bicontinuous from S
to S. Since the local coordinates can be taken to be the same in each pair of open disks N
and N centred at points of S and S", it follows that S is a smooth covering manifold of 8
and is clearly unlimited. Also It is an unlimited covering manifold of R which is smooth
except possibly at points lying over the set B.

Let Q = {Q, OCQ} be a point of ii lying over Q e B, and let N be an open disk about Q
covering the open disk N which is centred at Q, where N Q NQ. TWO points {P, IXQJ^ and
{P, <XQJJ lying over a point P e N -Q are identical if and only if

Since J^z1 is homotopic in S to yrq, for some integer r, this condition becomes, in the notation
of (2), {(7(ag)}r e 0'. It follows from (6) that there are exactly q(Q) different points of N which
lie over P, namely the points

{P,«QJyT
Q} ( r - 0 , 1 , 2 q(Q)-l),

where J is any curve joining Q' to P in N'Q. Thus Q is a branch point of the correct order
q(Q) -1 over Q. Local coordinates z and z can be chosen in N and N in terms of which the
mapping p is given by z = 2«<0>.

It follows from this and § 2 that H = H', and it remains to show that 0 = 0'. Let C
be any closed curve in S relative to the base point 2. = {A, 1}, where 1 denotes the constant
curve through A. The projection C of C in S is a closed curve relative to the base point A.
Since the end point A of C can also be represented by (A, C), we have {C} e 0'. Conversely,
if {(?} e 0', then the curve C lying above it in S which begins at A also ends there ; thus
0 = 0'. The surfaces R and <S are clearly Riemann surfaces.

It is easily seen that any other covering surface R' of R corresponding to the same groups
0 and H and with the same values of q(Q), is homeomorphic to It, so that JR is unique to
within a homeomorphism. Also every unlimited regula'r branched covering surface $ over R
can be constructed in this way, since it was shown in § 2 that the condition (6), with G' = 0,
is necessary as well as sufficient. We have therefore proved the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. Let Rbea Riemann surface containing a closed set B of isolated points, and let
an integer q(Q) > 1 be assigned to each point Q e B. Let 0 be the fundamental group, relative to a
fixed base point, of the surface S = R -B, and let H be the subgroup of 0 consisting of classes of
curves in S which are homotopic to a constant in R. Let H be the subgroup of H generated by
the classes {C"*(<XQ)} of (3), and let 0 be any normal subgroup of 0 which contains H and satisfies
the condition that, for all Q e B,

{C(afl)}
r e G implies that q(Q) divides r (11)

Also, let P = GjH.
Then a regular unlimited branched covering Riemann surface R over R can be constructed

which has branch points of order q(Q) -1 at the points Q of R which lie over the points Q of B,
and which has a fundamental group isomorphic to F. If B is the set of all such points Q and
<S' = R - B, then t> is a regular unlimited smooth covering surface of S.

Conversely, every regular unlimited branched covering Riemann surface R over R can be
constructed in this way.
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As remarked earlier, the condition (11) may impose some restrictions on the choice of the
integers q(Q), and we now consider this for the most important case when R is simply con-
nected, i.e. when we take G = H. The situation is similar in the more general case when

= H, (12)

which we therefore now assume. Then {C(ag)}r e G implies that

{C(<xQ)yeH (13)

Here, as usual, H is the group generated by the classes {C*(aQ)} of (3), with q = q(Q). We
saw in § 1 that (12) is a necessary and sufficient condition for the induced projection mapping
from F into F to be a monomorphism.

Let R be the simply connected smooth universal covering surface of R, and let C be a
curve in R lying over the curve C(OLQ) and joining a point A over A to itself; C is closed
since C(a0) is homotopic to a constant in R. The end point Q' of the portion £Q of C which
lies over aQ lies over Q', and determines uniquely a point Q over Q which lies in the same
open disk NQ over NQ as Q' does. Let RQ and RQ be the manifolds obtained from Ii by
removing Q, and all points lying over Q, respectively. Then RQ is a smooth unlimited cover-
ing surface of RQ = R-Q, and it follows from (13) and the monodromy theorem that Cr is
homotopic in RQ to a product of q(Q)th powers of curves O(/3Q) lying over certain curves C(J3Q).

We deduce that Cr is homotopic in RQ to a product of q(Q)th powers of curves C(PQ) for
which /3Q is homotopic to aQ in R. We now use the fact that R is homeomorphic either (i)
to Z, or (ii) to the finite 2-plane Z'. In this homeomorphism the curves G and O(j3Q) map
into curves encircling the image point of Q, and it follows immediately in case (ii) that r is
divisible by q{Q), so that (11) holds.

There remains the case (i) when R is homeomorphic to Z. Then R is also homeomorphic
to Z. Suppose first that B contains three or more points, and let Q1 = Q, Q2 and Q3 be
three of them. Write qt = q(Qt) (i = 1, 2, 3), and let R' be a branched covering sur-
face of R having branch points of orders qt -1 over the points Q( (i = 1, 2, 3). For this
purpose we may take R' to be the Riemann surface of the associated Riemann-Schwarz
triangle function. The curves in R' lying over the curves [C(ag ,)]«i are closed, so that (13)
implies that the curves lying over Cr(<XQ) are closed, and it follows that q(Q) = q1 divides r.
Hence (11) holds.

If, however, B contains only two points Qx = Q and Q2, then H is the infinite cyclic
group generated by {C(ag)}, since C(«Q )0±1(ag ) is homotopic to a constant in R - Qx - Q2.

Thus H is generated by the qiQJth. and q(Q2)th powers of {C(<XQ)}, and so we can conclude
from (13) that q(Q) divides r, if and only if qiQJ = q(Q2)-

Finally, if B contains only one point, every C(<XQ) is homotopic to a constant, and so (11)
is not true. We have therefore proved

THEOREM 2. / / , in the notation of Theorem 1, the group G is such that

= H,

then (11) holds, except when R is homeomorphic to Z and either (i) B consists of a single point,
or (ii) B consists of two points Qx and Q2, and q(Qi) ¥* q{Qz)- Except in these cases, therefore,
regular branched covering surfaces of the required type exist and can be constructed. In particular,
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an unlimited regular branched simply connected surface R can be constructed except in the two
cases mentioned above.

We note that regular branched covering surfaces exist for which (12) does not hold.
Thus the Riemann surface ij of the algebraic equation

w* = (z-e1)(z-ea)(z-es)(z-e4)

with distinct e( (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) is a regular branched covering surface of JB = Z. Closed
curves in R encircling exactly two branch points once determine a class of curves of Gf which
belongs to H but not to H.

4. General branched covering surfaces. In § 3 our object was to construct a regular
covering surface ii over R with branch points of given orders ; i.e. we started from a set of
numbers q(Q) (Q e B) which we used to construct the group H, and this limited our choice of
the group G. The problem is, however, in many ways simpler if we adopt a different point
of view.

We start from a Riemann surface R with a closed set B of isolated points on it and define
S, F, 0 and H as before. We now take any subgroup 0 of G which is such that it contains
some positive power of each class {C(<XQ)} (Q e B), and define g(a^) to be the least positive
exponent of {C(<xq)} for which this property holds. It is easily seen that g(aQ) = q{PQ) when-
ever {agyg/Sg1} e G for some integer r. Let H be the subgroup generated by the classes
{C(aQ)}"^Q>; clearly H is normal in &.

We now construct an unlimited branched covering Riemann surface ii over R exactly
as in § 3, with 0' replaced by Gf and H' by H. The argument goes through as before and we
find that M is smooth over R except at the points Q = {Q, <XQ} (Q e B), where there are branch
points of order qiaq) - 1 . The fundamental group of the surface § is G and the fundamental
group of ij is isomorphic to G/H. Since G need not be normal in G, the covering surfaces
j$ and S need not be regular. In particular, it is possible to construct simply connected
branched covering surfaces which are not regular.

5. Infinite winding points. Branched covering surfaces having infinite (logarithmic)
winding points over certain isolated points on a given Riemann surface R' can be catered for
similarly merely by omitting such points before constructing the covering surface.

For suppose that it is desired to construct a regular branched covering surface R over R'
which has ordinary branch points of given orders at points of R lying over a set B of isolated
points of R', and infinite winding points over a set Bx of isolated points of R'. We put
R = R' -B™ and construct & as a covering surface over R as described in § 3. It may be
noted that, when Sm is not empty, R cannot be homeomorphic to Z, so that the exceptional
cases mentioned in Theorem 2 cannot arise. Similar remarks apply to the more general
branched covering surfaces considered in § 4.

6. Regular branched coverings over branched coverings. We now consider the
situation described in the first paragraph of § 1.

We suppose that B' is a closed set of isolated points on a Riemann surface R', and that R'
is an unlimited branched covering surface of R' with branch points of order q(Q) -1 at the
points Qof R' which lie over points Q of B'. We assume that q(Q) > 1, and do not require R'
to be regular over R'.
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To each point Q of B' (the set of points of R' lying over B') we assign a positive integer
r(Q) in such a way that q(Q) r(Q) is the same for all points Q lying over any point QeB'; i.e.

q(Q)HQ) = s(Q), (14)

say. We assume that s{Q) > 1 as otherwise the points are ordinary points. If R' has
infinitely many sheets and is not regular over R', it may not be possible to choose finite
integers r(Q) and s(Q) satisfying (14), and we denote by B™ the subset of B' consisting of
points Q for which (14) is not possible, or for which we do not wish to assign a finite s(Q).
Let -B" be the set of points of R' lying over JB°°, and write

B^B'-B™, R = R'-BX, 8 = R-B,

B = B'-BC°, R^R'-B™, S = R-B.

Our object is to construct an unlimited branched covering surface if over both R and R,
which is regular over R ; It will then automatically be regular over R. We wish ii to have
branch points of order r(Q) -1 over points QeB, and branch points of order s(Q) -1 over
points QeB. We write S = ji - B, where B is the set of points of fi which lie over B.

Let G, G and G (as yet unspecified) be the fundamental groups of the surfaces S, S and
S, and let H, H and H be the subgroups generated by the classes

{C(«Q% {C(aQro>, {C(«Q)yQ\

for all QeB. Here Q is the point over Q in R whose open disk NQ contains the end point Q'
of the curve «Q drawn over otg in S from a base point A over A. The group structure is shown
in the diagram, normal subgroups being indicated by full lines.

If F, F and F are the fundamental groups of R, R and .&, we have

F ~ OjH, F ~ G/H, F ~ G/H.

We suppose that G is a normal subgroup of G containing H such that

{C(<xQ)Y « G implies that s(Q) divides p (15)

This condition is necessary if R is to be regular over R and have branch points of the right
orders. Then G is also normal in G, and so, by Theorem 1, we can construct a regular covering
surface Ji over R which has branch points of order r(Q) -1 at points Q lying over the points
QeB, provided that

{C(aQ)}* e G implies that r(Q) divides t (16)
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In (16), C(5IQ) is a closed curve in S of the form

in an obvious notation, and so lies over ^(ag), where q = q{Q). Thus (16) states that we
require that

{C^Q)}"' e G implies that r(Q) divides t,

and this is satisfied by (14) and (15).
Thus ij can be constructed and is regular over R. It is also regular over R, since 0 is

normal in 0. That the branch points of $ over R are of the required order follows from (15)
as in § 3. It follows that JJ is a regular branched covering surface of R and R of the desired
type.

In particular, a simply connected regular branched covering surface R of R and R can
be constructed except in the two cases mentioned in Theorem 2. Also infinite winding points
can be catered for as described in § 5.
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